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Abstract—The synchronous principle is a well-
established paradigm for reconciling concurrency with
determinism. A key is to establish at compile time that
a program or model is causal, which basically means
that there exists a schedule that obeys the rules put
down by the language. This rules out surprises at run
time; however, in practice it can be rather cumbersome
for the developer to cure causality problems, in partic-
ular as programs/models get more complex.
We here propose to tackle this issue in two ways.

Firstly, we propose to enrich the scheduling regime
allowed by the language to not only consider data
dependencies, but also explicit scheduling directives
that operate on statements or coarser scheduling units.
These directives may be used by the developer, or
also by model-to-model transformations within the
compiler. Secondly, we propose to enhance program-
ming/modeling environments to guide the developer in
finding causality issues. Specifically, we propose dedi-
cated causality views that highlight data dependencies
involved in scheduling conflicts, and structure-based
editing to efficiently add scheduling directives.
We illustrate our proposals for the SCCharts lan-

guage. An Eclipse-based implementation based on the
KIELER framework is available as open source.

Index Terms—model-based design, scheduling, syn-
chronous languages, modeling pragmatics, SCCharts

I. Introduction
To reconcile concurrency and determinism for pro-

gramming reactive systems, synchronous languages follow
strictly defined models of computation (MoCs). Execu-
tion is separated into discrete ticks, where (sensor) inputs
are read and (actuator) outputs are produced. Within each
tick, concurrent threads of execution progress according to
certain scheduling rules, defined by the MoC, that guaran-
tee determinism. For example, the prominent write-before-
read principle, employed in languages such as Esterel [4]
and in dataflow languages, such as Lustre [7], demands
that a write to some variable x must be scheduled before
a concurrent read of x.
The write-before-read principle clearly guarantees deter-

minism, but like other scheduling rules comes at the price
that a compiler may reject a program because it cannot
find a viable schedule for it, e. g., because of cyclic write-
read dependencies. We then say that the program is not
causal, and it is the programmers job to fix the program.
This, in practice, is often easier said than done, due to
different reasons. 1) Some synchronous MoCs are restrictive
in ways that the average programmer may not expect;
2) the compiler’s analysis and scheduling abilities may
be limited and conservatively reject programs that would
indeed be schedulable; and 3), the feedback provided by
the compiler may be too limited to be helpful to the pro-
grammer, in particular when the program gets complex.
Issues 1) and 2) not only matter for the human developer,
but also when transforming a program or model as part
of a compilation; restrictive scheduling regimes defined by
the MoC may make model-to-model transformations that
compile advanced language features into simpler ones more
complex than one might hope.

(a) Write–Read dependency (b) Write–Write conflict

(c) Read–Write SD dependency (d) Write–Write SD dep.

Figure 1: Dependencies induced by either a MoC or an SD

Contributions & Outline: To make causality handling
more practical we present two proposals. First, we propose
to add Scheduling Directives (SDs) that form Flexible
Schedules (FSs) to synchronous languages (Sec. II). These
should not replace existing scheduling regimes, but rather
augment them, either to change the default scheduling or
to make program schedulable (causal) in the first place.
This approach should not replace existing solutions for
solving causality issues, such as pre, but adds another
tool to the repertoire of the modeler. We also illustrate
how model-to-model (M2M) transformations can benefit,
without the modeler having to interact (Sec. III) using
the synchronous language SCCharts as a demonstrator.
Second, we present three different ways to guide the user
to causality problems using transient view technologies,
namely data dependency views, the causality dataflow view,
and annotated compilation models (Sec. IV). We discuss
related work in Sec. V and conclude in Sec. VI.

II. Scheduling Directives and
Flexible Schedules

Accesses to variables are usually categorized into writers
and readers. A possible control flow graph representation,
as depicted in Fig. 1, shows assignment statements (rect-
angle nodes) and conditional statements (diamond nodes).
A schedule is a static order of all nodes in a control
flow graph, meaning the order is determined at compile-
time and fixed during run-time. The particular ordering
is governed by the used MoC. Usually, it is determined by
the control and/or (concurrent) data dependencies. Fig. 1
shows four examples of concurrent data dependencies. In
Fig. 1a a write-before-read dependency is depicted as green
dashed arrow. The control flow is also visible as black
solid edges. An exemplary relation for these statements
is s0 →moc s1, with →moc being an order relation that
implements the rules of the underlying MoC (s0 before s1).
Fig. 1b shows two conflicting write accesses. In the ex-
ample, the dependency conflict is depicted as red dashed
double arrow.

A scheduling directive (SD) associates a scheduling unit
with a named schedule and an index. The scheduling unit
may be for example a single statement, or a coarser unit
of execution such as a thread. For a named schedule s,
the scheduling units associated with s must be scheduled
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1 scchart CounterReset {
2 output int counter = 0
3
4 region Increment:
5 initial state Wait
6 do counter++
7 go to Increment
8
9 state Increment

10 immediate go to Wait

10 region Reset:
11 initial state Wait
12 if counter >= 10 go to Do
13
14 connector state Do
15 immediate do counter = 0
16 go to Reset
17
18 state Reset
19 immediate go to Wait
20 }

(a) Textual representation of Counter Reset

(b) Automatically generated graphical representation of
Counter Reset

Figure 2: Concurrent Counter Reset program in SCCharts

according to their index, lowest index first1. For example,
considering Fig. 1c, we may add an SD to each of the
scheduling units (statements) s0 and s1 that associates
them with schedule a and indices 1 and 0, respectively.
This induces a scheduling order s1 →sd s0. The value of O
is now read from in s1, before written to in s0. Analogously,
the write–write conflict is resolved in Fig. 1d by giving
statement s3 a lower index than statement s2.
A flexible schedule (FS) is a schedule that takes all SDs

of the model into account. If there exists an SD for two
statements, the SD order (→sd) is used. Otherwise, the
MoC determines the order (→moc).
For a model that contains scheduling conflicts, we

propose to not consider it causally wrong per se, but
merely incomplete. When a conflict occurs that leads to
an incomplete model, the modeler can complete it with
SDs. They can be used directly on different levels of detail
as will be shown in this section, and indirectly via M2M
transformations as will be explained in Sec. III.

A. Causality in SCCharts
We exemplify modeling with SDs in the SCCharts [19]

language. Fig. 2b shows an diagram of an SCCharts model,
named Counter Reset. The textual source program is shown
in Fig. 2a. In the Kiel Integrated Environment for Layout
Eclipse Rich Client (KIELER) modeling environment, an
SCChart diagram is automatically generated from the
textual source, as depicted in Fig. 2b. The model has
one integer output counter, which represents a counter

1We here avoid the term “priority” to avoid confusion with the
priorities of priority-based scheduling [19], where the highest priority
is executed first.

Figure 3: Data dependencies are visualized as colored,
dashed edges between the regions.

value, and two concurrent regions, Increment and Reset.
In the region Increment, there are two states, Wait and
Increment, which are connected via transitions. The initial
state is depicted with a bold border. A solid transition
is delayed, meaning it will at the earliest trigger one tick
after the originating state was entered, whereas a dashed
transition is immediate, which means that it can trigger as
soon as the state is entered. Hence, in every tick, counter
gets incremented in Increment, which in the SCCharts
MoC is considered an update. In the Reset region, the
state Wait waits for the counter to reach the value 10.
Afterwards, it should be reset to 0. However, this results
in a conflict, because the scheduling protocol, in this
case SCCharts’ initialize-update-read protocol, states that
concurrent accesses within one tick can only set, update,
and read variables in this particular order as indicated by
the colored, dashed dependencies in Fig. 3. Thus we have a
scheduling cycle counter = 0 →moc counter++ →moc counter
>= 10 →moc counter = 0. Therefore, under the SCCharts
MoC, similar to other synchronous MoCs, this model
would be considered not causal and would not compile.

B. Scheduling Directives on Statement-Level
We extended SCCharts with the possibility to add

SDs to a model using named schedules. To illustrate,
consider Fig. 4a, which is the Counter Reset exam-
ple from Fig. 2 enriched with SDs. First, a named
schedule _auto is declared, in line 3. Named sched-
ules can be used in SDs, which are of the form
〈scheduling unit〉 schedule 〈schedule name〉 〈index〉. In
Fig. 4a, the SDs in lines 8 and 19 resolve the cycle (recall
Sec. II-A) by incrementing the counter before the test and
reset.

It may be difficult for a modeler to obtain an overview
over all conflicts and subsequent potential cures for these
conflicts. Thus, instead of letting the modeler add SDs,
a perhaps more efficient approach is to define SDs by
interacting with the diagram, which will be discussed in
Sec. IV-A.

Scheduling Transitivity: Since it is possible to declare
arbitrary many schedules, it is also possible to declare
a schedule for any number of concurrent expressions.
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1 scchart CounterReset {
2 output int counter = 0
3 schedule _auto
4
5 region Increment:
6 initial state Wait
7 do counter++
8 schedule _auto 0
9 go to Increment

10
11 state Increment
12 immediate go to Wait

13 region Reset:
14 initial state Wait
15 if counter >= 10 go to Do
16
17 connector state Do
18 immediate do counter = 0
19 schedule _auto 1
20 go to Reset
21
22 state Reset
23 immediate go to Wait
24 }

(a) Textual representation of Counter Reset with SDs

(b) Automatically generated graphical representation of Counter
Reset; the dependency edges are now influenced by the SDs.

Figure 4: Counter Reset example with SDs

Figure 5: Example WW5 depicts a strict order across three
regions.

However, when considering user-defined schedules, it is
sufficient to use exactly one schedule per superstate due
to the transitive nature of the scheduling.
Fig. 5 shows a more complex model with the three

concurrent regions T, F, and Q. Let _autoTF, _autoTQ, and
_autoFQ be different, named schedules between the regions
T, F, and Q. The scheduling constraints are then given by

_autoTQ : T0 → Q0 → Q1
_autoTF : T0 → F0

_autoFQ : Q0 → F0 → Q1.

(1)

However, following the transitive principle, the modeler
can enforce the schedule T0 → Q0 → F0 → Q1 with one
scheduling definition, which is named _auto in the example.

When looking at individual dependencies, it is still
possible to create a dependency cycle, which is not schedu-
lable, e. g., T0 → Q0 → F0 → T0. However, as concurrent
conflicts are solved by prioritizing conflicting expressions
within a single schedule, the aforementioned scenario can-
not be expressed in the SCCharts language. It is still
possible to create an unschedulable program if the control
flow disallows a dependency schedule. For example, the
schedule Q1 → T0 → F0 → Q0 is expressible, but not
schedulable, because the control flow from Q0 to Q1 makes
the schedule infeasible.

C. Scheduling Directives on Coarser Granularities
It is often sufficient to define SDs on a coarser granularity

than the statement level. Especially when the language
supports a distinction between core (resp. kernel) and
extended features, coarser granularities are implemented
easily. If statement-level SDs are available in the core
language, coarse granularity SDs can be implemented as
extended features, which can be transformed automati-
cally to statement-level SDs via M2M transformations.

Directives on transitions and actions: Actions come
in various forms in statecharts dialects. An example is the
entry action of a superstate, which is executed as soon as
the superstate is entered. Using the schedule keyword on a
transition or an action assigns the SD to all statements of
the transition/action. Note that this precludes interleaved
execution of the transitions.

Directives on region: Using schedule on regions sets
the directive for all statements in that region.

III. Scheduling Directives in Transformations
Consecutively executed M2M transformations are the

core of a model-based compiler [10]. Even if the modeler
does not use SDs directly, they can improve these trans-
formations w.r.t. complexity and efficiency.

Figure 6: Cyclic count delay

Count Delay: One
M2M transformation in
the SCCharts compiler
transforms the count
delay feature into simpler
constructs. In a graphical
syntax, count delay is
depicted as an integer n
in front of a transition
trigger. Such a transition is only taken if it would have
been eligible to run n times without the count delay. An
example of two alternating count delays can be seen in
Fig. 6.

A straightforward transformation which simply counts
the occurrences as implemented by Motika [9] adds a
counter per count delay and waits until n is reached. This
works for simple count delays. However, if two count delays
are called in a cyclic manner as in Fig. 6, this simple
approach fails, because of cyclic dependencies that are
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Figure 7: Expanded cyclic count delay

Figure 8: Cured expanded Cyclic Count delay

introduced by the M2M transformation, see Fig. 7, similar
to the pattern shown in Sec. II-A.
The current version of the SCCharts compiler solves

this problem by using a more sophisticated transformation
that uses pre operators to look at values of from the
previous ticks, which is a common way for solving causality
problems in synchronous languages. However, since the
increments should always be performed before the test and
reset, this transformation can be done more efficiently with
SDs similar to the counter example presented in Sec. II-B.
It is sufficient to set the scheduling index of the counting
regions to a lower value than the index of the main region.
As a result, the SDs make sure that the increments are
happening before the checks and potential resets of the
counters, see Fig. 8. Additionally, an arguably unintuitive
reset to -1 in Fig. 7, which was necessary previously to
handle the case of a reset and a subsequent increment in
the same tick, can be omitted.
Tab. I compares the three different implementations

of SCCharts’ count delay transformation when compiling
the Cyclic Count Delay model in Fig. 6. While the simple
approach is not able to handle two cyclic count delays, the
pre variant needs more variables, states, and regions than
the SDs approach. Furthermore, the pre transformation
also creates schizophrenic models, that is, models where

Simple with Pre with SDs
Schedulable No Yes Yes
Schizophrenia – Yes No
Variables 2 8 2
States 22 44 18
Regions 5 10 5
Binary Size (b) – 2702 1337

TABLE I: Results of the different count delay approaches
in SCCharts when compiling the Cyclic Count Delay model
in Fig. 6

statements are executed more than once within one tick.
Handling schizophrenia does not come trivially [18]. The
SD solution avoids schizophrenia.

Timed Automata: A similar use-case is present in the
way SCCharts supports timed automata [16]. Currently,
such models are quite restrictive when it comes to parallel
and hierarchical compositions, because timed automata
allow a reset of a clock, for example, when a specific
amount of time passed. Fig. 10 illustrates an SCChart
representing a trafficlight controller. In each state a during
action increments the local clock x by the passed time in
deltaT. Without SDs it is not possible to write a single
during action on root state level, since the increment must
be scheduled before the test and reset of the clock in an
outgoing transitions. This is the same case as the count
delay example. Here, the compilation can benefit form SDs
and simplify the program and reduce duplicate code.

Enforcer: An example for synchronous enforcers is the
pacemaker enforcer [11]. It ensures that the signals from a
pacemaker to the heart stay in defined parameter ranges
and corrects them if necessary. Originally, the scheduling
of the regions inside the enforcer was hard-coded to allow
compact models with fixed-scheduled regions. With FSs,
there is no need for special handling of this case as region-
level SDs are sufficient. Setting the regions input to index
0, tick to 1, and output to 2 generates an enforcer with the
desired properties.

IV. Guidance to Causality Conflicts
The modeler should not be burdened with maintain-

ing an overview over all potential conflicts, but should
be assisted with finding solutions to these. The KIELER
SCCharts tools provide automatically generated graph-
ical transient views while the modeler works on their
model [14]. To guide the modeler to potential conflicts, we
extend the standard transient diagram of the model with
additional views, namely data dependency visualization,
causality dataflow view, and annotated compilation models,
which are described in the following.

A. Data Dependency Visualization
The data dependency visualization is used to identify

individual conflicting data dependencies. This view is used
to display the dependencies in the counter reset example in
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Figure 9: Counter Reset model shown with causality dataflow

TimedTrafficLight
input float deltaT
input signal pedestrian
output signal sigR, sigG, sigY
float x = 0.0

red
during / x += deltaT

green
during / x += deltaT

pending
during / x += deltaT

yellow
during / x += deltaT

x >= 60
/ sigG;
  x = 0.0

1: pedestrian && x < 60 2: pedestrian && x >= 60
/ sigY;
  x = 0.0

x >= 60
/ sigY;
 x = 0.0

x >= 5
/ sigR;
  x = 0.0

-

Figure 10: Trafficlight controller modeled as timed au-
tomaton in SCCharts [16].

Fig. 3 and others. The view augments the diagram with
data dependencies that originate from variables accesses
in the model. Furthermore, the modeler directly interacts
with the diagram to add SDs in a user-friendly way.
For example, in the counter reset model (Fig. 3), the

dependency from counter = 0 to counter++ can be reversed
with an appropriate SD. When the user clicks on the
dependency edge, the model diagram (Fig. 4b) is modified.
A new schedule, named _auto, is declared as shown in
Fig. 4a. Two directives assign this schedule and the indices
0 and 1 to the appropriate statements in the underlying
model to reverse the dependency direction. The textual
and graphical views adapt to the new model: Lines 3, 8,
and 19 are added automatically.

B. Causality Dataflow View
The induced dataflow view [21] shows communication

between regions. We propose a variant thereof, the causal-
ity dataflow view, which focusses on identifying data de-
pendency cycles. Fig. 9 shows the same model as Fig. 2b

Figure 11: Example of an pacemaker enforcer [12]

in a causality dataflow view, which shows a dependency
cycle in red.

Here, a natural way to solve cyclic behavior is to delay
the dataflow by adding a register (resp. a pre function to
access the value of the previous tick) to the loop, which is
an often used technique in synchronous languages and was
also used in the count delay transformation, as explained
in Sec. III. The view shows the general dataflow even in
state-based languages and hence is similar to the data
dependency visualization view, but differs in granularity
and arrangement of elements in the diagram.

C. Annotated Compilation Models
The usual method of error reporting in tools are mes-

sages, for example, as console output. These messages
usually contain additional information about the location
of the error to guide the user towards it. In graphical lan-
guages, such a message can be embedded directly into the
(original) model by annotating it. The KIELER framework
allows to create annotated models during compilation to
hint at potential problems.

When compiling the Counter Reset example (Fig. 2), the
compilation will fail due to the causality cycle. However,
the cycle is detected on a low level of the compilation.
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Figure 12: Annotated model of Counter Reset created by
the compiler

Since it is rarely helpful for the modeler to refer to this low-
level error message, the KIELER framework propagates the
issue information back to the original model. The result
is shown in Fig. 12. Besides scheduling conflicts, any data
that is gathered during the compilation process can be
reported this way if corresponding elements can be found
in the original model.

V. Related Work
Many of the established MoCs of synchronous lan-

guages enforce a strict write-before-read semantics. For
control flow-orientated languages, Esterel [4] (resp. Sync-
Charts [3]) and for dataflow-orientated languages, Lus-
tre [7] and SCADE [6] are common examples. In this
paradigm, even if not in a concurrent context, it is for-
bidden to change a value after it has been read from.
Also, all writers must conclude to a deterministic value,
hence the order of multiple writes must not influence
the resulting value. This is managed by confluent writes,
e. g., by writing the same value or using combinatorial
functions. While the semantics are sound and concise,
they make things difficult for imperative programmers,
because common pattern such as if (!x) { ...; x =
true; } cannot be expressed in these languages. Also, the
semantics of signals, which mimic wires in a circuit, may
not come as intuitive for traditional programmers, who are
used to variables, which represent memory.
To handle causality in languages with write-before-

read semantics might be more of an issue in control flow
orientated languages, because of the sequential thinking of
the programmer. In dataflow languages, actors are often
inherently ordered sequentially due to the flow of data.
However, even in dataflow languages (e. g. when program-
ming textually in Lustre), causality between equations is
not trivial. Especially if a sequential ordering of variables
(resp. streams) is indicated textually, but interpreted as
parallel execution, which is unintuitive for an imperative
programmer.
SCCharts [19] uses the sequentially constructive (SC)

MoC, which adheres to the sequential order in the pro-
gram and only for concurrent variables accesses applies
the initialize-update-read protocol (a refined version of
write-before-read). This allows to accept more common
imperative programming pattern, e. g., if (!x) { ...;

x = true; }. Nonetheless, it still prescribes a fixed sche-
duling regime for concurrent communication. The protocol
states that in a concurrent context initializations (writes)
come before updates (combinatorial writes) which come
before reads. Basically, this maps to three scheduling
priorities, where the variable accesses inside these priority
classes must be confluent towards each other. Nevertheless,
depending on the chosen SCCharts semantics [20], to
determine whether or not a program is SC is not trivial;
particularly in the concurrent context. The most recent,
non-speculative concise circuit semantics for SCCharts [15]
also comes with strong restrictions for concurrency and is
not considered practical in the sense of this contribution.

A generalization of dependency-based scheduling
regimes are policy interfaces, proposed by Aguado et
al. [1]. These also provide very flexible scheduling regimes,
but are based on types, rather than scheduling units.

Another form of synchronous concurrency forbids di-
rect communication within the same tick, as deployed in
languages such as ForeC [22]. These languages can only
access concurrent data from previous ticks, which cannot
be modified any more. In some sense, this also resembles
a write-before-read semantics.

Simulink/Stateflow [8] define the scheduling order de-
pending on the graphical ordering of elements. This con-
cept is not robust towards changes of the graphical rep-
resentation, as slight modifications of the diagram can
change the scheduling order. In PRET-C [2] the textual
order defines the scheduling. This reflects a semantics
where all scheduling decision are made explicit, even if
this is not necessary.

Statecharts without strict distinct notion of time often
employ a run-to-completion semantics, such as the UML
statecharts [13] or the Yakindu Statechart Tools2. These
semantics cannot be seen as direct communication in the
sense of synchronous languages, where there exists some
kind of back-and-forth communication within a tick.

If a program is rejected by the compiler, it is important
to guide the user towards the problem. Textual languages
often support common error messages or even textual
highlighting, such as the X Esterel Simulator (XES) shown
in Fig. 13, which can be seen as textual form of the anno-
tated compilation models shown in Sec. IV-C. Graphical
languages have the advantage of intuitive visual prob-
lem reporting. However, regarding synchronous languages,
such as SyncCharts and SCADE, this potential is often
only used for simulation, e. g., in the SCADE Suite3. To
our knowledge there are no specific views or dedicated
model augmentation for detecting and solving scheduling
problems, such as we present them in this paper.

VI. Conclusion
We showed how to add Scheduling Directives (SDs),

which form Flexible Schedules (FSs), to synchronous lan-
2https://www.itemis.com/en/yakindu/state-machine
3http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/

verification-validation/scade-suite-simulator/

http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/verification-validation/scade-suite-simulator/
http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/verification-validation/scade-suite-simulator/
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Figure 13: Causality error reporting in the X Esterel
Simulator (excerpt [5])

guages. A modeler can use these SDs to explicitly alter
the scheduling of the underlying MoC on modeling level to
solve causality issues. It also enables M2M transformation
developers to write simpler and more efficient transforma-
tions, as demonstrated in Sec. III.
To guide the user to potential conflicts, we proposed

different views to spot causality issues. We argue that
the data needed for these views often already exist in
most compilation approaches, but must be presented to
the modeler in a useful way. These enriched views make
the aforementioned SD approach practical.
For future work, we want to investigate which M2M

transformations can also profit from SDs and which forms
of SDs benefit the modeler most. Using SDs on state-
level, for example, would provide the modeler with a SD
granularity between regions and transitions.
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